Adventure #10
Last Session…

T

He heroes are still in the Lost Mines of Phandelver, searching for the Forge
of Spells and whoever this person or thing calling itself The Black Spider
who has kidnapped the dwarf Gundren Rockseeker. They don’t know if
Gundred is even alive. The Black Spider has been controlling events behind the
scenes ever since the party was first ambushed on the road from Neverwinter.
The Black Spider hired the Redbrands and Glasstaff in Phandalin, and the
Black Spider was probably in cahoots with the humanoids of Cragmaw Castle
(which the party skipped).
This is all led them to the Mine and the precious Forge of Spells within, a long
lost magic item that someone is more than willing to kill for.
The last session ended with a group of four ravenous ghouls tearing around the
corner as the party is retreating to achieve a short rest and catch their breath.

The Spiritual Droid (beep-boop-beep-DIE!) still has five rounds of life in it from
the last brawl, and it has probably becomes the cleric’s favorite spell.

Fortunately for Fyghta Wan, he rolls a higher initiative than the ghouls and
races back across the hallway to the relative safety of the dwarven bed
quarters. The party has learned that controlling chokepoints is instrumental to
staying alive. Snarling, the ghouls pile in, but the heroes are ready with blade
and spell and hack into the undead monsters as they enter. One by one they
are cut down and only the dwarf suffers a minor wound as one of the undead
manages to latch diseased teeth to his forearm. Wiping ichor from their
weapons, the group continues back to the room where they initially fought the
group of skeletons last session.
The door is partially shattered but they are able to barricade it well enough,
although there’s still a gap at the top. Here they rest and bind any wounds, sip

water and nibble some food and decide what the next course of action should
be. Gundren the dwarf is probably somewhere in this mine, but they don’t
know where, or if he is alive. There are multiple passages they’ve not yet
explored, and something is causing a rhythmic, repeatable wave sound deep in
the recesses of the labyrinth in roughly five minute intervals.

They’re about to depart the room when Elgweth spots something unpleasant
crawling through the top of the doorway that they couldn’t quite jam shut.

Hideous crab legs.

The thing is peering through the crack
from an unpleasantly humanoid face
positioned upside down on its bulbous
body.
“What in the f--,” whispers Elgweth,
reaching slowly for his bow. “Look!”
Everyone else spots it too, but the
spider-head thing isn’t making any
sudden movements. They don’t know
what it is and Thorin the cleric tries to
speak to it in Dwarven, and then to their surprise, it ANSWERS in completely
clear Common tongue in a rich, male voice that belies its appearance.

“I KNOW WHO YOU ARE. AND WHY YOU HAVE COME HERE. TO STEAL
THE FORGE OF SPELLS THAT IS RIGHTFULLY MINE! WELL, YOU WILL
NOT HAVE IT. YOU WILL DIE HERE, ALL OF YOU. AND IF I DO NOT SLAY
YOU MYSELF, THEN THE FORMIDABLE GUARDIANS OF THE FORGE WILL
DO IT FOR ME.”

“Are you the Black Spider?” demands Thorin. The thing is certainly spider-like,
but not completely black. They honestly don’t have any clue what it is. The
spiderheadcrabthing chuckles evilly.
“I am the Black Spider,” it admits, and then slowly begins crawling away.
Elgweth rips down the barricade and follows the little monster into the hallway,
but it does not seem particularly interested in escaping. In fact it is very slow,
hanging to the wall horizontally with careful, deliberate steps. The others
follow, with Fyghta Wan lighting a fresh torch because he’s the only one who
can’t see in the dark. The spiderhead crawls up the high wall of the mining
tunnel near the ceiling and Elgweth follows, keeping an eye on it, wondering if
this is indeed the Black Spider or some kind of familiar, like Glasstaff’s pet rat
in the ruined mansion.
Thorin the cleric decides to taunt it again, and the thing answers his barbed

words, scuttling down the wall to sneer and belittle them, but halfway through
its tirade a critical 20 is rolled and Elgweth spikes the spiderhead to the wall
with his dagger. The thing squeals in agony, its body shuddering, and it drops
to the floor, legs curled up, and dies. Whatever it was.

They have several path options, but all they know for sure is that they don’t
want to go in the water with the black pool. It scares them. Ghouls and
zombies they can handle fine. So that’s where they head first, the room with
the eight ghouls that they already cleared out, to search it top to bottom. It
turns out to be a very large cavern nearly eighty feet across with a high, rough
ceiling. It looks like at one time it was a dining hall, and it is still intact with
ancient, rotting tables and chairs, but a battle between dwarf and orc
happened here in the
distant past and the
floor is littered with
bones and rusted armor.
The larger remains of
what looks like an ogre
is here as well, but to
the relief of the party,
none of these bones
reanimate.

A steep ten foot high escarpment flanks the dining area on both sides,
accessible by a flight of stairs carved into the rock. There are a few exits from
this room that wind deeper into the complex, but they opt for the south tunnel
where the ghouls initially tried to ambush them at the start of this session.

They find an old storeroom filled with desiccated barrels of what was once high
quality dwarven beer and whiskey long since evaporated. A quick search of the
room uncovers a small bag of valuable emeralds wedged between some of the
casks. This room, although small, would also make a good defendable position
if they needed to retreat here, so they take a few moments to rearrange the
barrels in case they need an emergency blockade.

They keep heading south, letting Carp the halfing warlock lead the way as we
learned that his devilsight has twice the range of darkvision and he can see up
to 120 feet in the shadows. Far down a winding, more narrow tunnel he spots

a suspicious white glow that fills a cavern. Edging slowly nearer, they soon
find a largish cavern covered top to bottom in green fungus. Wide mushroom
capped stalks grow from the floor, and fungus shelves just awkwardly from
stalagmites and run up the walls. The room is still and silent, but the carpet
of green fungus seems quietly…waiting. They don’t enter. Instead, Elgweth
grabs the dead blackspiderheadcrab and tosses the corpse disdainfully into the
room.

A puff of spores jets around the spider’s corpse but nothing else extraordinary
happens. Still, they decide not to enter. A few witch bolts determines that the
fungus does not burn, and they don’t have enough flammable oil to clear a
path, and even an unseen servant would require too much time, so they
backtrack to the dining hall and take an alternate path.
At the top of the second escarpment lies another shattered wooden table and a
passage, but Thorin hears a sound. Repeating pickaxes, the sound of metal
striking stone. Followed by a scratchy voice, but he can’t quite make out the
words. Elgweth moves a little closer down the passage, his ears perked, and
hears:
“Dig you bags of BONES! Dig FASTER!”
He sends his bat familiar fluttering ahead to scout it out, and he is not pleased
by what it sees.

A horrifying human skull wreathed in greenish-blue flames, its eye sockets
hissing with fire and wafting smoke. Around it are ten skeletons with pickaxes
hacking into the walls near a dry river bed. An ancient bellows and forge sits
nearby, black coal piled around it, but the thing doesn’t look like it has seen
use in many ages. The running water that would have once powered the wheel
has long since vanished as well.

The bat flies a circuit into the next room, this one showing remnants of a
centuries old fire or spell battle gone awry. The floors and walls are blackened
and pockmarked, but he sees two other doors to rooms they have not
investigated yet. He snaps his fingers and the bat returns safely to his pocket.

Well, this group of skeletons poses a problem. Not the miners so much, but
the flaming blue skull fills the party with unease. They don’t know what it is,
and if it is a minion of the Black Spider or not. But something the
spiderheadcrab said returns to them…
…AND IF I DO NOT SLAY YOU MYSELF, THEN THE FORMIDABLE
GUARDIANS OF THE FORGE WILL DO IT FOR ME…
But the PCs don’t think this is the “Forge” forge, it looks like just some regular
old forge, and not even functional. But, they could be wrong.

Still, they need to get past it, and killing the floating skull as expediently as
possible seems like a good idea. Cora backtracks to a separate stairwell go
approach the room from another angle. Elgweth and Fyghta Wan unsling their
blows and take aim while Carp the warlocks readies an eldritch bolt. Thorin
stands near to cast guidance…and with their surprise round ready, they
ATTACK.

Two arrows strike the skull from out of nowhere, but weakly ping through its
hard casing. The magic bounces off two, but the skull is sent reeling and
screeching from the assault nevertheless. It regains its composure, spots its
attackers, and rising higher in wreath of green flames, its eye sockets glowing
with hellfire, the skull opens its bony mouth and disgorges a small ball of flame
that streaks toward the tunnel with uncanny accuracy.

Unfortunately for Elgweth, Thorin, Carp and Fyghta Wan, the small ball of
flame detonates into a large ball of flame, and within seconds all four of them
are surrounded by flesh-blackening fire. Thorin and Fyghta Wan are dropped
to 4 and 1 hit points each. Elgweth has 4 hit points. Carp is a little better off
but not much, and only Cora escaped the fireball only because she wasn’t
clumped up with them. She hears the boom and the screams and then the
cackling laughter from the skull as it floats closer to finish the job.

Thorin the dwarf cleric bails.
He has the boots of springing and striding, and churning his stumpy legs he
hauls ass off the ten foot escarpment…and rolls a 1. He twists an ankle and
nearly breaks his neck, dropping him to a single hit point of life.
Elgweth loads another arrow and fires, pinging it off the flameskull, but it
keeps cackling and floating closer. It enters the tunnel where Carp the warlock
is still standing, and twin fiery beams shoot from the skull’s eyes…and
dissipate mere inches from the Halfling. He was barely out of the range of the
thing’s attack which would have surely annihilated him.
Cora the monk Halfling runs back to help her brother as the others press
themselves into cover against the sides of the tunnel. Elgweth leaps down the
stairs and uses a dining table as protection while the barely alive dwarf cleric
retreats even further.

Several skeleton miners follow as well, but most of them keep working while
the flameskull takes care of business.

But even the flameskull knows that its foes are dangerous, and it calls for help.

“MASTER MORMESK! MASTER MORMESK! HELP US!!!”

That is absolutely the last thing the group wanted to hear-- this horrible
fireball-spewing little bastard has a BOSS even meaner than it is!!!

Its eyesockets blazing with eldritch fire, the flameskull surges toward Fyghta
Wan as he desperately raises a sword to defend himself. The eyes glow, about
to discharge a lethal dose of fire…and Cora’s monk-punch solidly connects.
The thing explodes into bony fragments. A dying shriek fills the tunnel and the
ghastly green flames dissipate.

There’s still a few skeletons lumbering down the tunnel, but they’re made short
work of and splintered into fragments. The PCs regroup, burnt and blistered
and weak and contemplate their options. The cleric is nearly out of spells and
hurt bad, and a few of the others are also clinging to low life. They have one
healing potion and a few unidentified blue potions that might be healing, but
they’re not sure.

To advance in their current condition is to invite death, plain and simple. They
wanted to find Gundren Rockseeker as soon as possible. Probably four days
have passed since his initial kidnapping but it is possible this “Black Spider” is
still using him for interrogation and/or torture.

But as battered as the PCs are right now, a long rest might be their only viable
recourse, or no one at all will be leaving this dungeon alive…

